INTERNAL REGULATIONS
All people who are inside Playa y Fiesta Camping (Campers, Visitors and Workers) must to follow the
rules of those Internal Regulations.
Art1.)- CIRCULATION.- Circulation of motor vehicles is totally forbidden from midnight to 7 a.m. The
maximum speed allowed is 10 km/h. Bikes might not ride from 23h to 7h (except for workers). After 23h
you have to leave your car on the outdoor parking.
Art.2) - PARKING.- It's mandatory to leave your car inside the outdoors parking since it's open (Guard
24/7). In no case you might not leave your car in another plot. In case of accident between two cars,
scratches, hits or other, the camping will not take the responsibility.
Art.3)- NIGHT SILENCE.- From 24h to 7h, silence and the respect for all the campers' rest are
mandatory.
Art.4)- DOGS AND PETS: THE ADMISSION OF ANIMALS IT'S AN OPTIONAL DECISSION
FROM THE MANAGEMENT CAMPING. If they are admitted, you should respect the following rules:
-Inside the Camping they have to he attached. The animals aren't allowed inside the following areas:
Supermarket, restaurant, pool, bathrooms and infantile parks. We inform you that dogs "potentially
dangerous" (pit bull, rotweiller, argentine dogo presa canario…) are allowed only if they have a muzzle
and if the owner has before show at the reception his current insurance.
Art.5) - ROBBERIES- Playa y Fiesta Camping will not take the responsibility in case of robbery,
materials injuries or accident. We inform you that you can rent safes at the Reception. The company will
take neither the responsibility in case of damages caused by fire caused by the costumers, by atmospheric
events, belongings, or other causes external to the company.
Art.6)-VISITORS- Visitors have to go through the reception and do the access control. Visitors' cars
cannot go inside the Camping. Every visitor not communicated to the reception will be charged to visited
family.
Art.7) CLEANING.- Put your trash on a closed plastic bag inside the dumpster. When you leave the
plot, it must be clean. To use the public fountains to wash your pets, dishes, clothes or chemical WC is
forbidden.
Art. 8) PLOTS.- Plots have to be always clean and clear of any object (Tables, chairs, bikes, pots… etc.),
General lighting disconnect, hose detached and rolled up, when you leave the camping. The staff is
allowed to disconnect light and water from the plots where the costumer is not at the camping. To put on
a fence is forbidden, and is also completely forbidden any installation that is not property of the Camping.
The management has the right to remove those objects.
Art.9) TREES AND PLANTS.- We beg you to respect plants and trees. It's forbidden to attach any wire,
to nail something or anything else that could damage the trees.
Art.10) RIGTH OF ADMISSION.- Campers admission has the limitations are summarize in the 9th
Article from the Decree 200/1999 that regulate the right of admission of the publics establishment;
preventing the admission and access to our installations to:
a) People who manifest violent actions, and, specifically, those who act in aggressive way or cause
altercations, who have weapons or objects that could be used as weapons, and people wearing clothes or
symbols that incite to racism, violence or xenophobia in the terms exposed at the Penal Code.
b) Everyone who can produce danger or troubles to others and specially they who are consuming drugs
or show symptoms to have already consumed and those who have signs of inebriation.
Art.11) THE CUSTOMER.- Every people registered at Playa y Fiesta camping , accept to know at agree
with these Internal Regulations.

We want to thank you advance the compliance of these rules and we wish to our costumers a good stay.
Every single person who don't observe these rules will be invited to get out of the Camping.
The rules established at the previous parts could be modified in exceptional cases, if the enterprise is
aware and authorizes it, on condition that it doesn't signify any damage to third persons.

